A de novo germline mutation of APC for inheritable colon cancer in a Chinese family using multigene next generation sequencing.
Inheritable colorectal cancers (CRC) accounted for about 20% of the CRC cases, such as hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC), Gardner syndrome and familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP). A four-generation Han Chinese family was found affected with polyposis in colons. Inferred from the pedigree structure, the disease in this family showed an autosomal dominant inheritance model. To locate the causal mutations in this family, genomic DNAs were extracted and the next generation sequencing for 5 genes relating to colon cancer performed by Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine with a 314 chip. The reads were aligned with human reference genome hg19 to call variants in the 5 genes. After analysis, 14 variants were detected in the sequenced sample and 13 been collected in dbSNP database and assigned with a rs identification number. In these variants, 9 were synonymous, 4 missense and 1 non-sense. In them, 2 rare variants (c.694C>T in APC and c.1690A>G in MSH2) might be the putative causal mutations for familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) since the rarity of the mutated allele in normal controls. c.694C>T was detected in only affected members and generated a premature stop codon in APC. It should be a de novo germline mutation making APC containing this stop codon as targets for nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD). c.1690A>G in MSH2 was not only detected in affected members, but also in normal ones in the family. Functional prediction revealed that the amino acid affected by this variant had no effect on the function of MSH2. Here, we report a de novo germline mutation of APC as the causal variant in a Chinese family with inheritable colon cancer by the next generation sequencing.